LXRA guiding principles for conditions attached to controls contained in
and incorporated document
1.

Incorporated Documents are incorporated into planning schemes pursuant to clause 52.031 of
the Victorian Planning Provisions (VPPs). This clause has as its stated purpose2:
"To provide in extraordinary circumstances specific controls designed to achieve a
particular land use and development outcome."

2.

Clause 52.03 of the VPPs provides that the specific controls in an incorporated document may
do any of the following:
(a)

allow the land to be used or developed in a manner that would otherwise be
prohibited or restricted;

(b)

prohibit or restrict the use or development of the land beyond the controls that
may otherwise apply;

(c)

exclude any other control in this scheme.

3.

These words imply a wide discretion. An incorporated document may be more stringent than
provisions that would otherwise apply in the relevant planning scheme, or it may be more
permissive, and it may exclude other controls contained in the scheme.

4.

In the case of incorporated documents prepared as part of the level crossing removal
program, the purpose of the incorporated document is to act as a permission, allowing land to
be developed in a manner that would otherwise be prohibited or restricted by the provisions
of the planning scheme.

5.

The incorporated document also serves to exclude the application of all other planning
controls in the scheme so that the permission granted applies as a separate standalone site
specific control to achieve a particular land use outcome, without the need to obtain a
planning permit.

They are also incorporated pursuant to section 6(2)(j) of the Planning and Environment Act 1987 and listed in the list
of incorporated documents under clause 81 of the VPPs.
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It also has a stated purpose "to recognise site specific controls designed to achieve a particular land use and
development outcome existing on the approval date", however this purpose is not relevant for present purposes.
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6.

Accordingly, in drafting conditions attached the permission granted by the control it is
important not to inadvertently require a plan or other document to be prepared and
approved before an activity, that would otherwise be permitted by the planning controls, can
be carried out (the first guiding principle).

7.

To do so, goes beyond the purpose or objective sought to be achieved by the specific controls
contained in the document.

8.

The second guiding principle is that conditions attached to controls contained in incorporated
documents ought not impose an unnecessary or undue burden on either the proponent in
preparing documents or the responsible authority in reviewing and approving documents
which govern the development.

9.

This is particularly relevant for plans and other documents that by their very nature may
require amendment as the design for the project develops, and new issues arise during
construction.

10.

Where possible, a strategic or outcomes focused approach ought to be adopted, to achieve a
particular a planning outcome which is proportional to the permission (the third guiding
principle).

11.

Put another way, the conditions (like conditions on planning permits) should fairly and
reasonably relate to the permission granted by the control and not go beyond the permission.

12.

The key question to ask is "is the condition necessary to achieve an acceptable planning
outcome?" (the fourth guiding principle).

13.

The test of what constitutes acceptable outcomes is to be informed by notions of net
community benefit and sustainable development. An outcome may be acceptable even though
it has some negative characteristics. It is unnecessary to seek to regulate every characteristic
to provide a positive outcome. All that needs to be done is to demonstrate that the matter
has been considered by the Minister in making the planning scheme amendment. It is entirely
up to the Minister to determine how to balance competing objectives and policies and the
weight to be given to them when making the planning scheme amendment. 3

14.

A further question to ask is "to what extent has the development proposal been discussed
with relevant referral authorities and does the development address their comments, and
what mechanism is there to ensure that their comments are addressed in the future
development of the project?" If there needs to be a mechanism to ensure that the comments
of relevant referral authorities are addressed in the further development of the project, then

See Osborn J in Rozen v Macedon Ranges Shire Council (2010) 181 LEGRA 370, cited in 1045 Burke Road as well
established planning law having general application.
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consider including a condition requiring those buildings and works to be undertaken to their
satisfaction (the fifth guiding principle)
15.

In relation to heritage overlays, the matters under consideration in determining whether a
permission ought to granted by the incorporated document extend beyond heritage
considerations4. These matters need to be considered at the time of the grant of the
permission or the planning scheme amendment.

16.

Accordingly, in most instances it will be inappropriate to attach additional conditions to the
permission in direct response to permit triggers required by a heritage overlay, particularly
where the permission is for an actual design as opposed to a reference design. The heritage
issues and all other relevant considerations will form part of the Minister's discretion in
making the planning scheme amendment. (the sixth guiding principle).

17.

Generally conditions on an incorporated document should not reinstate the requirement for
approval in respect of a permit trigger that has been "turned off" by the permission granted
by the incorporated document (the seventh guiding principle).

18.

This "rob Peter to pay Paul" approach does not facilitate development of the project (which is
likely to be contrary to the purpose for which the Minister exercises his discretion to make the
amendment in the first place) and is arguably inconsistent with the purpose or objective of
the control.

19.

When should the Minister for Planning be the responsible authority? There is logic in the
Minister for Planning being the responsible authority for state significant infrastructure
projects transgressing multiple municipalities. This will facilitate the orderly development of
the land, as the proponent will need to deal with one, and not multiple, authorities.

20.

It also enables there to be a central repository of the powers, duties and functions of a
responsible authority in respect of the project, thereby relieving the total administrative
burden of a responsible authority in relation to a project's development. This will be especially
important during the construction phase of a project. Accordingly, there is strong argument to
support the Minister for Planning being the responsible authority for a state significant project
transgressing multiple municipalities as the eighth guiding principle. Particularly during
construction.

21.

Making the Minister the responsible authority does not mean that local councils should be
'cut out' of the process of preparing documents and plans relevant to their interests. However
the level of consultation should be relevant to localised issues, and not broad strategic
documents or plans covering the entire project (the ninth guiding principle).

As recently confirmed by the Court of Appeal in Boroondara City Council v 1045 Burke Road Pty Ltd and Ors [2015]
VSCA 27
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - CHANGES PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED BY LXRA FOR PHASE 1 (Table 1)
CLAUSE

ISSUE

SUGGESTED CHANGE

RATIONALE

ADDRESSED IN
PHASE1?

ZONES
Clause 36.01-1
Public Use Zone
(Schedule 4) –
Section 1 use

Unclear as to whether minor utility
installations are a section 1 use,
consistent with other zone
provisions.

There is an opportunity to simplify the provisions
relating to the use and development of transport
land for a substation. We suggest adding “minor
utility installation” as a section 1 use.

Confirms the ability to use the
land for a minor utility
installation including
substations as provided for
under Clause 62.02-1.

The size limit (50 square meters)
under the Section 1 Use condition
for Railway Station in relation to
the sale of food, drink and other
convenience goods and services is
very restrictive and not consistent
with many existing facilities or
those facilities currently being
delivered by projects.

Suggest removing condition

To align with current policy
directions, retail needs and
best practice.

Previously was included
with the release of the
draft Phase 1 to the
Technical Reference
Group, however not
directly noted in
Appendix 2 of the
Discussion Paper.
Not addressed, LXRA
continue to advocate
for this outdated
condition in the zone to
align with current
policy directions.

OVERLAYS
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - CHANGES PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED BY LXRA FOR PHASE 1 (Table 1)
CLAUSE
Clause 43.01
Heritage
Overlay

ISSUE

Day to day maintenance and
upgrades of railway infrastructure
should be clearly expressed as not
requiring a permit. Examples include
upgrade of signalling,
communications and power
infrastructure to support railway
function. This will provide more
clarification to the point under
Clause 43.01-1:
Carry out works, repairs and routine
maintenance which change the
appearance of a heritage place or
which are not undertaken to the
same details, specifications and
materials.
PARTICULAR PROVISIONS
Clause 52.03
The head provision and schedule
Specific Sites
require identification of the land to
and Exclusions
which the control applies – typically
provided by address as required in
the schedule or as mapped in the
incorporated document.
Infrastructure projects often include
ancillary activities such as power
upgrades or drainage works, or
laydown and storage, the details of
which may not be entirely known or
resolved at the commencement of
the project. However, a planning
scheme amendment is required each
time the project area is adjusted.

SUGGESTED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Review and update the existing permit
exemptions in Clause 43.01 and 62.02 to clarify
that day to day maintenance and upgrade of
railway infrastructure do not require a planning
permit. See for example, Moonee Valley
Permit Exemptions Policy - Railway Heritage
Places (May 2014) and City of Stonnington
Railway and Road Heritage Places – Permit
Exemptions, November 2015).

To make planning regulation
easier to understand
interpret; lead to more
effective and consistent
decision making and reduce
compliance and processing
costs.

Amend the schedule to allow the control or
alternative provisions to be applied to a
nominated project.

To make planning regulation
easier to understand
interpret; lead to more
effective and consistent
decision making and reduce
compliance and processing
costs.

ADDRESSED IN
PHASE1?
Addressed in
modification 14(c), but
states minor upgrade.
The use of the term
minor is quite
discretionary and could
be adapted to be
clearer as per our
previous comments.

Indirectly addressed in
modification 25,
however note that
there is a proposal to
include a Specific
Provision Overlay.
Whilst this may be
appropriate in some
circumstances where
the address of the land
is clear, this should be
discretionary
depending on how
project areas are
defined.
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - CHANGES PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED BY LXRA FOR PHASE 1 (Table 1)
CLAUSE

ISSUE

SUGGESTED CHANGE

Clause 52.17
Native
Vegetation

Requiring a permit (and therefore
offsets) under 52.17 can be a
duplication of other legislation
where the removal of vegetation is
proposed and requires consents to
be obtained under the FFG Act or
the EPBC Act.

An exemption should be included to exempt the
need for a planning permit under Clause 52.17
for the removal of the same vegetation requiring
approval under other legislation.

The reference to public funding for
planted vegetation can be confusing
and is difficult to determine.

Planning permit exemptions for planted
vegetation do not apply where “public funding
was provided to assist in planting or managing
the native vegetation and the terms of the
funding did not anticipate removal or harvesting
of the vegetation”. We suggest this should be
reviewed as it is often difficult to identify the
provenance of planted vegetation, rendering this
requirement meaningless and leading to
uncertainty.
In particular there should be an exemption in
relation to street trees and other trees on public
land where they are typically funded by local
government / VicRoads and are not planted as
native vegetation offsets.

RATIONALE
Recognises the function of the
primary approval and avoids
duplication of effort to assess
the proposed vegetation
removal (similar to the way
the HO is superseded when a
site is included on the VHR).
This will reduce compliance
and processing costs and lead
to more effective and
consistent decision making.
As above.

ADDRESSED IN
PHASE1?
Not addressed

Not addressed

GENERAL PROVISIONS
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - CHANGES PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED BY LXRA FOR PHASE 1 (Table 1)
CLAUSE

ISSUE

SUGGESTED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Clause 62.02
Uses and
development
not requiring a
planning permit

The exemption for temporary
construction purposes for buildings
and works does not currently apply
to the use of the land, which is an
inconsistency and causes
confusion.

The current provision does not explicitly provide
for the use of land for temporary construction
purposes, however provides an exemption for
buildings and works for of a temporary sheds or
temporary structures for construction purposes.
Consistent with the buildings and works exemption
a provision that allows for the use of the land for
temporary construction purposes, such as laydown
areas or construction access, is needed for
consistency.
There is currently potential need for a planning
permit where geotechnical testing and nondestructive digging is assessed to constitute works
within an overlay area (e.g. Heritage Overlay, Land
Subject to Inundation Overlay, etc). Suggest
inclusion of a permit exemption for geotechnical
testing and non-destructive digging and service
proving under Clause 62.02-1.

This will reduce compliance
and processing costs and lead
to more effective and
consistent decision making.

ADDRESSED IN
PHASE1?
Not addressed directly,
however note the
intention to overhaul
Clause 60 and should
be considered as part
of this change.

As above.

As above.

Include a permit exemption at Clause 62.02-1to
exempt the need to obtain planning approval for
the upgrade of tram stops to achieve compliance
with the Commonwealth Disability Discrimination
Act 1992 and the Disability Standards for Accessible
Public Transport 2002.
Include, as a Vic Smart planning permit application,
Use, Buildings and Works within a PAO that have
the written consent of the acquiring authority, or
alternatively exempt all buildings and works if
carried out to the satisfaction of the acquiring
authority.

As above.

As above.

This will reduce compliance
and processing costs.

Not directly addressed
in the proposal,
however can
potentially be brought
in still with the
overhaul of the
VicSmart content in the
Planning Scheme.

Requiring a planning permit for
geotechnical testing and nondestructive digging is an
unnecessary burden. Both involve
very minor works, which will not
impact on the purpose and
objectives of the overlays, resulting
in a permit requirement that does
not add any value.
Requiring a permit to provide DDA
compliant infrastructure results in
unnecessary burden and does not
add value.
Clause 90
Vic Smart

If an acquiring authority consents
to a particular land use or buildings
and works, then the application
process should be streamlined.
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - CHANGES PREVIOUSLY SUGGESTED BY LXRA FOR PHASE 1 (Table 1)
CLAUSE

ISSUE

SUGGESTED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Definitions
Railway

The lack of definition causes
confusion and interpretation issues
for what constitutes a railway,
which is much more than just
railway tracks within a railway
corridor.

While the definitions currently include “railway
station”, railway is not defined in Planning
Schemes. A definition for Railway Infrastructure is
provided in the Rail Management Act 1996. We
suggest that this definition should be used to form
the basis for a definition of Railway within the
VPPs, or alternatively, to refer to the definition
provided within the Rail Management Act 1996.

This will reduce compliance
and processing costs and lead
to more effective and
consistent decision making.

ADDRESSED IN
PHASE1?
Not addressed, but
understood the
consideration to not
double up on content
in Victorian Acts.

NB NEW COMMENT – could also consider using the
definition of ‘rail transport service’ as per the RMA
1996

5

Blank page
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - ADDITIONAL CHANGES SUGGESTED BY LXRA (Table 2)
CLAUSE
ZONES
Multiple

Multiple
OVERLAYS
All

ISSUE

SUGGESTED CHANGE

RATIONALE

Railway Station is a prohibited use
within the Residential Growth
Zone, General Residential Zone,
Neighbourhood Residential Zone,
Green Wedge Zone Public Park and
recreation zone and Special Use
Zone – Schedule 2. Railway
Stations often traverse many zones
outside of the Public Use Zone 4
requiring a planning scheme
amendment to facilitate
development.
There are a number of occasions
where the transport corridor has
been zoned ACZ or C1Z.

Suggest separating railway station from transport
terminal and make it a section 2 use within the
aforementioned zones.

This will reduce compliance
and processing costs.

A review should be undertaken to ensure all
transport land is zoned PUZ4.

To remove unnecessary
permit requirements in
planning schemes

Overlays have been erroneously
applied to land in PUZ4, e.g.
heritage overlays for broad-scale
residential areas, or vegetation
protection overlays again, applied
to large areas (e.g. Banyule
planning scheme)

A review should be undertaken to remove overlays To remove unnecessary
from PUZ4 land where it the purpose of the overlay permit requirements in
relates to adjacent land. (It is accepted that
planning schemes
overlays are sometimes intentionally placed on
transport infrastructure, e.g. heritage overlays on
station buildings.

PARTICULAR PROVISIONS
Clause 52.03
LXRA has undertaken a review of
Specific Sites
the operation of clause 52.03 as
and Exclusions
applied to LXRA projects. LXRA
considers that the current
operation is inefficient and not
responsive to the way that major
transport projects are procured
and delivered

Explore a new particular provision to facilitate
LXRA projects.

ADDRESSED?

To improve efficiency and
proportionality.
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SPECIFIC PROVISIONS - ADDITIONAL CHANGES SUGGESTED BY LXRA (Table 2)
CLAUSE

ISSUE

GENERAL PROVISIONS
Clause 62.02
Requiring a planning permit for site
Uses and
investigations for the purposes of a
development
Cultural Heritage Management
not requiring a
Plan is an unnecessary burden. It
planning permit involves very minor works, which
will not impact on the purpose and
objectives of the zones and
overlays, resulting in a permit
requirement that does not add any
value.

SUGGESTED CHANGE

RATIONALE

There is currently potential need for a planning
permit where site investigations for the purposes
of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan is
assessed to constitute works within a zone or
overlay area (e.g. Public Conservation Zone,
Heritage Overlay, Land Subject to Inundation
Overlay, etc). Suggest inclusion of a permit
exemption for site investigations for the purposes
of a Cultural Heritage Management Plan and
service proving under Clause 62.02-1.

This will reduce compliance
and processing costs and lead
to more effective and
consistent decision making.

ADDRESSED?
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